
Paper 2 Topic 1: Muslim Beliefs Personal Learning Checklist 
What you need to know! Answer each learning point when completing revision 
material to be kept in your GCSE RS Revision Folder. You can create 
flashcards/Mindmap/poster/PowerPoint/Word doc… 

   

1.The Six Beliefs - SUNNI: 
What are they? Including where they are from, nature and purpose. 

   

1. Allah – meaning, quote from a SoW (source of wisdom) and reason why it is important 
for Muslims 

   

2. Angels -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
3. Books -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
4. Messengers -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
5. Day of Judgement -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for 
Muslims 

   

6. Decree of Allah -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for 
Muslims 

   

4 reasons why they are important including kitab al-iman    
Divergent understandings – what do SHIA think of the six beliefs?     
2.The Five Roots of Usul ad-Din - SHIA:  
Explain where the five roots came from (history) 

   

1. Tawhid -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
2. Nubuwwah -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
3. ‘Adl -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
4. Imamah -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
5. Mi’ad -  meaning, quote from a SoW and reason why it is important for Muslims    
Divergent understandings – what do SUNNI think of the six beliefs?    
3.The Characteristics of Allah: 
Tawhid – meaning, quote from a SoW and why it is important 

   

Immanence and transcendence – meaning, quote from a SoW and why it is important    
Omnipotence – meaning, quote from a SoW and why it is important    
Beneficence – meaning, quote from a SoW and why it is important    
Mercy – meaning, quote from a SoW and why it is important    
Fairness and justice – meaning, quote from a SoW and why it is important    
4. Risalah:  
4 Muslim attitudes towards the nature of the prophethood with a QUOTE from SoW 
explain what risalah means and why it is important 

   

Adam – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows     
Ibrahim – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows    
Isma’il – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows    
Musa – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows    
Dawud – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows    
Isa – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows    
Muhammad – 3 key beliefs, quote from SoW and what he shows    
5. Holy Books:  
3 x Muslim beliefs on the nature, history and significance of holy books including quote 
from Surah 53 “The Quran is nothing less than a revelation” 

   

Sahifah – what is the nature, history and importance?    



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tawrat – what is the nature, history and importance, SoW Surah 5:43    
Zabur – what is the nature, history and importance, SoW Surah 4:163    
Injil - – what is the nature, history and importance, SoW Surah 5:46    
Qur’an – what is the nature, history and importance, SoW Surah 53:4    
3 x Divergent understandings - Muslim views about the importance of the holy books for 
Muslims today 

   

6. Malaikah 
3 Muslim Beliefs on the nature of angels 

   

3 Muslim Beliefs on the importance of angels    
3 beliefs of Angel Jibril + SoW “We only descend at your Lord’s command” (Surah 19)    
3 beliefs of Angel Izra’il    
3 beliefs of Angel Mika’il + SoW “If anyone is an enemy of God, His angels and His 
messengers… then God is certainly the enemy of such disbelievers” (Surah 2:98) 

   

3 reasons why angels are significant today including kiraman katibin    
7. Al-Qadr 
3 Muslim beliefs of the nature of al-qadr 

   

3 Muslim reasons why al-qadr is important    
How is al-qadr and free will related to the Day of Judgement?    
Divergent – How do Sunni understand al-qadr?    
Divergent – How do Shia understand al-qadr?    
3 x implications of the belief in al-qadr for Muslims today    
8. Akirah 
3 Muslim teachings about life after death including barzakh + SoW “Who will bring us 
back? Say, The One who created you the first time” (Quran, Surah 17) 

   

3 Muslim beliefs of judgement + SoW    
3 Muslim beliefs on paradise + SoW    
3 Muslim beliefs on hell + SoW    
3 divergent ways in which the belief in akirah affects the life of a Muslim today    


